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Case Number: S1923000042 (Rev C) 

 
Release Date: 08/18/2020 
 

Symptom/Vehicle Issue:   Service Air Suspension System And Power Side Steps 
Obstructed message With Chime When Power Side Steps Are Obstructed 
 

Discussion:  When the power side steps are jammed or obstructed, "Service Air 
Suspension System" message will occur due to DTC U0422-00 (Implausible Data 
Received From Body Control Module). U0422-00 DTC is caused by the BCM reporting 
power side step status as “SNA” (signal not available) at the moment that side steps 
detect an obstruction and momentarily stop motion. The power side steps will return to 
the previous known position to detecting the obstruction and the ASCM DTC will go 
stored, thus removing the "Service Air Suspension System" message.  
 
A second way U0422-00 can set in the ASCM is when the battery has been 
disconnected and reconnected during service work. To clear the code simply raise and 
lower the side steps 1 cycle. The DTC should be in stored status and then can be 
cleared by WiTECH.  
 
Repair Procedure:   DTC’s will need to be erased and advise the customer why the 
messages occurred- steps were obstructed. 
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